Dark: A Novel

Thai Williams is walking a thin line between two worlds. On one side he has his job as a
filing clerk for the Washington, D.C., Department of Public Works, his girlfriend Sierra, and
his plans for going to college. But on the other, darker side there are his friends Snowflake
and Ray Ray, men who run the neighborhood streets dodging the dangers of the criminal life
and its after-effects. But that thin line disappears when Thai walks in on Sierra with another
man, whom he eventually kills in a haze of jealousy and confusion. From there Thai finds
himself on the run and away from the five-block stretch where heâ€™s lived for all his life.
He finds his way to Charlotte, where Enrique, his closest friend of all, has moved in search of
a better life. In the course of the week that follows, Thai encounters a series of men and
women who show him aspects of life he never dreamed of in his narrow ghetto existence. All
of them are looking for answers, but it is Thai who must find his own path out of the dark and
into the clear light of moral responsibility and repentance for his actions.In his first novel,
Kenji has written a haunting portrait of his own urban generation, shadowed (and often erased)
by violence, but determined to make their own mark on the world.
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From the Whiting Award-winning author of Pretend I'm Dead and one of the most exhilarating
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Home After Dark: A Novel [David Small] on richardharringtonblog.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. David Small's long-awaited graphic novel is a savage portrayal . The Dark is
a horror novel by James Herbert. Beginning in a small suburban street where an empty house
is haunted by a malevolent, sentient darkness. Dark has ratings and 15 reviews. Shanae said:
Kenji Jasper's DARK is well written and intriguing. Being a DC native I found the
descriptions of the a. Whistle in the Dark: A Novel. By Emma Healey; Harper; pp. Reviewed
by Fatima Taha; July 16, A troubled daughter's sudden disappearance and. Woman in the
Dark: A Novel of Dangerous Romance. Dashiell Hammett, Author Alfred A. Knopf $ (75p)
ISBN Light and Dark, Natsume Soseki's longest novel and masterpiece, although unfinished,
is a minutely observed study of haute-bourgeois manners on the eve of. Chris Offutt's new
novel, â€œCountry Dark,â€• is set in the world of backwoods moonshiners.
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